
Chapter 8 

Conclusion 

S.l Derived Kinematic model 

1-.:.inematics is the basic robotic theory that can be applied to model the bipedal walking. In 
this research study, a kinematic model is developed for ramp climbing bipedal robot by 
using Direct kinematic, Inverse kinematic, Link transformation matrix, Homogeneous 
transformation matrix and the DH notation .; 

I his is an effort to apply the basic robotics theories to solve real world problem. Also, this 
clpplication is a direct approach rather than using indirect methods as artificial intelligence 
-.:oncepts. 

i !tilizing the above theory in chapter (3) the equations for joint angles of swing leg have 
heen derived. That is the equations for thigh angle, knee angle, and ankle angle variation in 
swing leg. 

In this formulation the swing leg was considered as planner manipulator and defined its 
hase and end effector as hip and ankle respectively. The same equations for knee angle and 
ankle angle of stance leg have been derived in chapter (5), by utilizing the same theory but 
considering base and end effector as ankle and hip respectively. 

But there is a contradiction due to hip movement and to avoid this, another co-ordinate 
frame is introduced to hip and modify the swing leg kinematics to match with the moving 
base manipulator kinematics. 

!'he assumption was made in derivation of stance leg kinematics as "The hip movement 
trajectory is a straight line parallel to the slope". In this chapter, an important invention is 
made regarding the hip movement, that is the hip movement distance is equal to half of the 
step length within one gait cycle. This is much similar to human walking. According to 
this concept it is needed to complete two gait cycle to move hip in one step length. 

fhe correctness of the kinematic modeling have been checked by computer simulation. 
Before the simulation, the data file for thai angle, knee angle, ankle angle of swing leg and 
knee and ankle angles of stance leg was generated by using the set of equations obtained. 
Robo work simulation tool has been utilized since it supports dat. Files. By utilizing the 
above simulation results, the smoothness of the joint angle variation and level of accuracy 
of the derivation can be guaranteed. 

l'he dynamic stability is checked in chapter (6) by calculating ZMP for lower body. 
Method for calculation of ZMP for bipedal robot was included in this chapter, and the steps 
nf calculations are clearly shown. The dynamic stability for lower body is analyzed by 
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llsing mathlab software and the graph ZMP V s time was plotted. Using the graph and the 
(Oncept DBM, it is proved that the robot lower body is unstable. That means the position of 
IMP is in unsafe zone. The methods for moving ZMP to safe zone are stated in chapter (7) 
Lmd the best method is finalized as addition of torso and controlling the torso angle. 

Future Work 

I. In this research the proposed model contained only torso for upper body. As a 
research extension, addition of shoulders can be considered to analyze the dynamic 
stability. 

this research only the kinematic model is developed. The dynamic model or 
Equation of Motion (EOM) calculations tend to derivati"6n of joint torque equations. 
The control of bipedal walking can be implemented by CTC like control method as 
a future work in the fabrication stage. 

The foot reaction force is not considered in this research. By considering the foot 
reaction force and friction force exerted by the terrain, the maximum inclination of 
the slope can be estimated. This is the maximum angle of inclination of the terrain 
that the robot can walk without slipping. 

-1-. This model can be modified to investigate the walking pattern when altering the 
environment. As an example, modeling of "under water walking robot" being the 
latest idea . 

.., The final equation is a very complex, nonlinear, second order differential equation .. 
To handle this problem two methods are proposed: 

i. Trial and error method 

We can check the ZMP using the above equation by substituting several 
torso angles at several time instants. If ZMP is not a safe margin at any 
instant the torso angle is needed to be changed to shift the ZMP to the safe 
regwn. 

ii. Using Artificial Intelligence Applications 

This type of problems can be handled by using Artificial Intelligence 
Techniques. For an example, as an extension of the research, the optimized 
torso angle can be obtained by using genetic algorithm by considering the 
ZMP equation as the objective function 
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